MISSION STATEMENT

CREATE AND SUSTAIN AN ETHICAL CULTURE THROUGH ACTIVITIES THAT ENCOURAGES MAXIMUM STUDENT PARTICIPATION BY PROVIDING AIA MEMBER SCHOOLS WITH AN EVEN PLAYING FIELD TO ENSURE FAIR AND EQUITABLE COMPETITION IN INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVITIES.

LOCAL GOVERNING BOARDS

AIA MEMBER SCHOOLS

ARIZONA INTERSCHOLASTIC ASSOCIATION, INC

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
(Rule Makers)

7 – 1A CONFERENCE
7 – 2A CONFERENCE
7 – 3A CONFERENCE
7 – 4A CONFERENCE
7 – 5A CONFERENCE
7 – 6A CONFERENCE
6 – ASBA

TOTAL OF 48 MEMBERS SELECTED BY AIA SCHOOLS AND THE ARIZONA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION.

LEGISLATIVE BODY THAT ADOPTS AND AMends AIA BYLAWS.

AIA EXECUTIVE BOARD
(Rule Enforcers)

ONE MEMBER FROM EACH OF THE SIX CONFERENCES ..................................6
ONE REPRESENTATIVE FROM AIAA ......1
ONE REPRESENTATIVE FROM ASA ........1
ONE REPRESENTATIVE FROM ASBA ......1
ONE REPRESENTATIVE FROM Cognia......1
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (NON-VOTING) ......1

TOTAL MEMBERS ........................................11

EXECUTIVE BOARD APPLIES, INTERPRETS AND IMPARTIALLY ENFORCES AIA BYLAWS; REVIEWS APPEALS AND PROTESTS; DISCIPLINES OFFENDERS.

AIA CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS